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SMOOTH MAPS, PULLBACKPATH SPACES,
CONNECTIONS,AND TORSIONS
KUO-TSAI CHEN
Abstract.
By generalizing the local version of the usual differential geometric
notion of connections and that of torsions, a model for the pullback path space of a
smooth map is constructed from the induced map of the de Rham complexes. The
pullback path space serves not only as a homotopy fiber but also as a device
reflecting differentiable properties of the smooth map. Applications are discussed.

Let Af and A be C°° manifolds or, more generally, differentiable spaces. Let Af
be connected with a base point x, and let P(M; -, x,) denote the space of smooth
paths of M ending at xx. In order to study a smooth map /: A -» Af, we associate

functorially to / the pullback space Ef of the path fibration P(M;-, x,)-> M
through the map /. In a heuristic sense, the path space of manifold expresses its
dynamics, and the pullback path space Ef reflects the dynamics arising from the
smooth map /.
Let k denote either the real or the complex number field. The behavior of the
pullback space Ef is investigated through an algebraic model K[Y; [X]] constructed,
under the assumption of simply-connectedness of Af, as follows:
(a) Let X = {Xf, X2>...} be a basis of the graded reduced homology group

/7*(Af; k) with the degree suppressed by 1. We choose a "Hodge type" direct sum
decomposition of the de Rham complex A(M) and determine uniquely both a
differential 9 for the graded free associative algebra k[X] and a generalized
connection w for the product vector bundle k[X] X M -» Af. With the differential
9, k[ X] becomes a d.g. (differential graded) algebra.
(b) Let Y = {Yf, Y2,...} be a basis for Hm(A; k), and let k[Y; [X]] denote the
free z^A^-module freely generated by Y. The de Rham complex A(A) is a
A(Af)-module via the induced map /*: A(A/)-»A(A).
Again, we choose a
"Hodge type" direct sum decomposition for A(A) and determine uniquely both a
generalized torsion 0 and a differential 9 for zcIT^A']], which now become a d.g.

right k[X]-module.
It turns out that, under mild conditions, the algebraic model (/c[7;[A']], 9)
provides the correct cohomology. Moreover, the connection w and the generalized
torsion $ give rise, through integration of differential forms, to a generalized
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transport, namely, a chain map

(0.1)

Cm(Ef)^k[Y;[X]]

from the smooth chain complex C*(Ef) to the algebraic model with an induced
homology isomorphism.
The mechanism of determining the differential 9 of the d.g. algebra k[X] via the
de Rham complex A (A/) consists of the connection to and a twisting cochain
condition (see [5]). The mechanism of determining the differential 9 and the
transport for the d.g. right zc^-module k[Y; [X]] via the map /*: A(Af ) -* A(A)
consists of a generalized torsion 4> (called a canonical element) and a torsion
condition. In §§1-4, we explain the notions of connections, torsions, and transport
and how the twisting cochain condition and the torsion condition yield both the
differential and the transport (0.1).
A proof of Theorem 4.1 is given in §5. In §6, we establish the isomorphism
Hm(Ef; k) = H+(k[Y\ [X]]\ k) in the case where both Af and A are C00 manifolds

with Af simply connected.
This work is a continuation of previous works on the special case where A consists
of a single point. This means that Ef becomes the smooth loop space of Af and that
the model is the noncommutative formal power series algebra zc[[A"]](see [4, 5] and
Gugenheim [9]). In this case, Hain [11] gives an explicit relation between the model
(k[[X]], 9) and Sullivan's minimal model.
From a pure homological-algebraic point of view, our model represents a
"concise" Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence in a one-sided case. It is obtained by a
perturbation of the differential of the Ex term. The reader is referred to the recent
work [18] of Tanré regarding other models of similar nature (see also [1, 8, 10,
12,-14, 16, 17, 19]). A distinctive feature of our approach here is the transport (0.1),
which

provides

a direct link between

the geometric

and algebraic

aspects

of the

method.
As in the author's previous works, the symbol A is used to denote the de Rham
complex functor.

1. Formal power series connections. Let Af be a C°° manifold (or, more generally,
a differentiable space in the sense of [5]).
Let k be either the real or the complex number field. Let zc[[A"]]be the algebra of
formal power series in the indeterminates X = { Xx, X2,...}, which are noncommutative. Each AT is assigned a nonnegative degree degA, so that zc[[A"]] is
nonnegative graded.
Let A (A/) denote the de Rham complex of C00 forms of M. Let J be the
automorphism of A(Af ) given by w *->(-l)pw for every /z-form w on M. Let A be
a differential graded subalgebra of A(M). Let ^[[A"]] be the noncommutative
formal power series ring of the indeterminates X with coefficients in A. Then the
exterior differential d and the operator J extend from A to A[[ X]] by acting on the
coefficients. By a A:[[A]]-valued connection on Af (restricted to A), we mean an

element of ^[[A"]] of the type

<o= 2>,A, + I>,7A,A}+ •••,
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where the coefficients are forms belonging to A with

deg w(.= 1 + deg A,, deg wtJ = 1 + deg A",A},....
2. The transport. Associated to every k[[X]]-valued connection <¿ on M, there is a
transport

(2.1)

T=l+(u+(o>u+---

which is an element of A(P(M))[[ A]]. For further details, see [4 and 5].
By a derivation 9 of k[[ A]], we mean a graded linear endomorphism of degree -1

of zt[[A"]]such that
3(XtXj •■■ Xk) = (dX,)Xj ■■■ XJ +(-l)deg*'A-,.9(Xj ■■■Xk)
and

d(a0 + 2>,A- + La,,*,*,. + ••■) = E«,-3A,+ I>„9( A",
A,) + • • ■.
Each derivation of k[[X]] extends to a derivation of A(Af )[[A]] (or A(P(Af ))[[*]]).
Let p0, Pf : P(M) -» M be the endpoint maps such that p0(y) = y(0) and

Pi(y) = Til)- Thus p$u and p\*w are elements of A(P(Af ))[[A"]].Theorem 3.3.1 of
[5] states:
Let w be a A:[[A]]-valued connection on Af. If 9 is a derivation of zc[[A"]]
satisfying the twisting cochain condition

(2.2)

9w + du - Jíc A u = 0,

then

(2.3)

dT= dT-pfa

A T + JTAp*u.

Example. Let w be an zz-form on S" so that jSnW = 1, zz > 1. Let X be an
indeterminate of degree zz - 1. Take <o= wX as a k[[ A"]]-valued connection on S".
We have the transport

T=l+fwX+f

wwX2+ ■■■,

where / w, j ww,... are forms on the path space P(M) of respective degrees zz - 1,
2(zz-l).
Let Cm(P(M)) denote the normalized smooth cubic chain complex of P(M).
Then there is a map

(2.4)

C(P(S«))-*[[*]]

through integration of the coefficients of T.
Let us equip zc[[A]] with the trivial differential 9 so that 9(ATAT• • • Xk) = 0.
Then the twisting cochain condition holds. We have dT = -p$u A T + JT A p\*w.
The endpoint maps p0 and px restricted to the smooth loop space P(S"; xx, x,) at a
base point x, are constant maps. Therefore, restricted to the loop space P(S"; xu x, ),
we have dT = 0. This leads to the conclusion that the map (2.4) restricted to
C,(P(S"; Xf, x,)) is a chain map. It turns out that this chain map induces a
homology isomorphism H^(P(S"; x,, x,); k) = k[[ A]].
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3. The torsion condition. Denote by k[Y; [X]] the free graded right A:[[A]]-module
on the generators Y = (Y,, Y2,... } with deg Yx > 0. A typical element of k[Y; [X]]
can be written as

x
with the a's belonging to k. A derivation 9 of zt[[A"]]can be extended to a derivation
9 of k[Y; [X]] of degree -1 by assigning values to each dYx.
Let A be a C°° manifold (or, more generally, a differentiable space), and let /:
A -» Af be a C00 map. Let B be a subcomplex of the de Rham complex A(A) such
that (a) the inclusion induces an isomorphism H*(B) = //DR(A) and (b) B is an

/4-module via /*. Then 5[Y;[A]] is well defined and is a right ^[[A"]]-module. A
typical element of B[Y; [A]] can be written as

$ = XXK + IX*, + ■•■)• vx,vXi,...eB.
x

Let w be a £[[A]]-valued connection and 9 a derivation of zc[[A]] so that the
twisting cochain condition (2.2) holds. Let 9 be extended to a derivation of

fc[Y;[A"]],andlet

* = I>xK + I>x,*,+ •••)
X

be an element of B[F;[A"]] such that degvXjj...k = degyAATAT• • ■ Xk. We say that
the pair ($,9) satisfies the torsion condition (with respect to the map / and the
connection to) if

(3.1)

9$ = d<S>
-JQ

A/*co.

Observe that the r.h.s. can be taken as the torsion of $.

Let x, be a point (or a finite set of points) of Af. Denote by P(M; -, x,) the space
of C00 paths ending at x, in Af. Then P(Af; -, x,) is a differentiable subspace of

P(M).
In order to see the role played by the torsion condition, we need to introduce the
space Ef= {(y,y):y e A, y e P(M; -, xx), y(0) = _y}. In other words, Ef is the
pullback space in the pullback diagram

Ef
(3.2)

-»

\ttj

A

P(Af;-,xJ
\ pa

^

M

where rtf(y,y) = y, f(y,y) = y, and p0(y) = y(0). The space Ef is known as the
homotopy fiber of /, for Ef is of the same homotopy type as the fiber in the case of
a fibration. Now the transport T is a formal power series in A with coefficients
being forms on P(M). In this section, we shall restrict the coefficients of T to the
space P(Af; -, x,) so that T shall be taken as an element of A(P(Af; -, x,))[[A"]].
Then trf® A f*T is a well-defined element of A(£,)[Y; [A"]] and gives rise to a
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linear map

(3.3)

C{Ef)-> k[Y;[X]]

so that, for every smooth cube o of Ef, a -» /„ ny*<I>
A f*T.
Let co be a k[[A"]]-valued connection, and 9 a derivation of zc[[A"]]so that the
twisting cochain condition (2.2) holds. Let the derivation 9 be further extended to a

derivation of k[Y; [ A]]. If the condition

(3.4)

a(w/* A/*r)

= d{iTf*<S>
a/*t)

holds, then the Stokes formula implies that the boundary operator of the normalized
smooth cubic chain complex C*(Ef) and the derivation 9 of k[Y; [X]] are compati-

ble with the map (3.3). If 99 = 0, then (3.3) is a chain map.
Lemma 3.1. If the pair ($,9)

satisfies the torsion condition (3.1), izzezzthe condition

(3.4) holds.
Proof. The restriction of the endpoint map pY to P(Af; -, x,) is a constant map
so that pfu = 0. The formula (2.3) becomes

(3.5)

dT = dT - /z0*co
A T.

Using also the twisting cochain condition (2.2), we have

8(ir/*

A/*r)

= 7z/9$ Af*T + iTf*(J$) Af*dT

= ir*(d$ - J<&A/*co) Af*T+

TTf*(J$) Af*(dT + pgu A T).

Hence (3.4) follows from the commutativity /fly = p0f.

4. The canonical element. The main objective of this paper is to study a C°° map
/: A -> M. Just for the sake of simplicity, let us assume that the homology groups of
Af and A over k are finite dimensional. Related to this map /, a few constructions
are given as follows:
(I) Let [zj],...,[zm]
be a basis for the reduced homology group H*(M; k). Let
X = { Xf,... ,.Xm) be indeterminates so deg Xt = -1 + deg[z,]. Thus zc[[A~]]can be

taken as the completion of the graded tensor algebra on the graded vector space
V = s~xH*(M; k) obtained from H+(M\ k) through depressing the degree by 1.

(II) Let Y = {Yf,..., Y,} be a basis of //»(A; k). Then we have k[Y; [X]], which
is the free right k[[ A]]-module generated by //*(A; k).
(III) Let A be a differential graded subalgebra of A(Af) and B a subcomplex of
A(A) such that the inclusions A c A(M) and B c A(A) respectively induce
isomorphisms in cohomology. Assume, moreover, B A f*A c B.
(IV) We choose a direct sum decomposition.
(4.1A)

A = HA® CA®dA

into graded subspaces, where HA consists of closed elements such that the inclusion
HA c A induces an isomorphism HA = H*(A). It follows that CA consists of
nonclosed elements and dCA = dA. Similarly, we choose a direct sum decomposition

(4.IB)

B = HB e CB e dB.
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The decompositions (4.1A) and (4.1B) will be referred to as the respective Hodge
type decompositions of A and B.
Theorem 1.3.1 of [4] asserts that, with respect to every Hodge type decomposition
(4.1A), there exists a unique pair (to, 9) satisfying the following conditions:
(a) co = T.wjXi + T.w¡jXiXj + ■• • is a &[[A]]-valued connection on Af restricted
to A such that wv..., wm e HA and their cohomology classes [h>,], ..., [wm] form a
basis dual to the homology basis {[zj,...,
[zm]}. Moreover, w¡j, wjJk,... G CA.
(b) 9 is a derivation of A:[[A]] such that the twisting cochain condition (2.2) holds

and 99 = 0.
Remark. Though Theorem 1.3.1 of [4] is stated for the case of A = A(M), its
proof is valid for any A as described above.
Theorem 4.1. Given the constructions (I)-(IV) as above, there exists a unique pair
(0,9), where 9 is a derivation of k[Y; [A]] compatible with that of k[[X]], and

* = E Yxlvx + Zvx,X, + T.UhjX.Xj+■■■)
x

\

/

i,j

I

is an element of B[Y; [A]] satisfying the following conditions:
(a) vx e HB andvx„ vXlJ,... e Cb with

degvXu.k

= deg(YxX,XJ---

Xk).

(b) {[Vf],... ,[v,]) is a basis ofH£R(N) dual to the basis [Yx,..., Y,} of H*(N; k).
(c) The pair ($,9)

satisfies the torsion condition (3.1). Moreover 99 = 0.

We shall call (i>,9) the canonical pair and 0 the canonical element of the C°°
map /: A -* M with respect to the Hodge type decompositions (4.1A) and (4.1B).
The topological significance of the differential 9 is that, under reasonable conditions,

H(k[Y;[X]],d)

coincides

with H*(Eyk)

provided

M is simply connected.

More precisely, the complex (k[Y; [ A]],9) has a natural filtration and gives rise to a
spectral sequence, which is the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence. For details, see

§8.
The next two examples seem to indicate that the canonical element í> may have
analytic significance.
Example 1. Let Af and A be compact Riemannian manifolds. Write A = A(M)
and B = A(A). There are canonical Hodge decompositions of A and B such that
HA and HB are the respective spaces of harmonic forms on M and A. For every C00
map /: A -* M, there is a unique pair (0/5 8f). The canonical element

*/=EixK(/)+E«xz(m
is an invariant of the mapping space C^Af,
Example 2. Let us consider a C°° map

f:N=Rm^

+ ---)

A).

S",

where S" is taken as a Riemannian manifold.
According to step (I), we have a single indeterminate X of degree zz - 1. In step
(II), H*(R"':k) is generated by a single element Y of degree 0. In step (III), let
A = A(5m) and B = A(Rm). Take any Hodge type decompositions (4.1A) and
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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(4.1 B). Then HB = k and HA has a basis [l,w) where w is an zz-form with
fs„w = 1. Let the pair (co, 9) be such that co = wX and 9 is a trivial differential.
Then conditions of step (IV) hold. According to Theorem 4.1, there is a unique pair

(O, 9) with
«I»= Y(l + VfX + v2X2 +■■•),

degK, = i(n - 1),

so that 9$ = t/O - JO A /*co.
If we let 9 be the trivial differential of &[Y;[A]] and let v¡ e CB be recursively
determined by the condition
dv, = (-iyi'-1)vl_1Af*w,

i>i,

then the pair (0,9) will meet the requirement and is uniquely determined.
Let / be the largest integer such that v¡ ¥=0. Then / is an invariant of the C00 map
/, which depends only on the choice of the Riemannian metric for 5" and that of the
Hodge type decomposition for A(Rm).
Finally we observe that the usual proof for the Poincaré lemma for Rm is based on
a deformation
F:R"'XI^>Rm
given by (x, t) <-*tx. This induces a cochain
homotopy fF:B -» B of degree -1 such that, for every /z-form zz on Rm, p > 0,
u = fFdu + djF u. This means that, if the euclidean structure and the origin of Rm

are given, then there is a canonical Hodge type decomposition of B with HB = k

and CB = fF dB.
5. Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let * e B[Y; [ A]]. Given s > 0, let [^]s denote the sum

of all terms of the type YXA, • • ■ X¡ of ^, and set
*(„-[*]o

+ [*]i

+•■•+[*],

which is obtained from ^ by truncating terms of all YxX¡ ■■■ A, with r > s.
According to Theorem 1.3.1 of [4], the Hodge type decomposition (4.1A) yields a
unique pair (co,9) as described before. In order to extend the derivation 9 of the
graded algebra zc[[A]] to that of fc[Y;[A]] as a graded right Ä:[[A]]-module, it
suffices to specify values of each 9 Y.
We are going to inductively construct a sequence (0(J), 9S) ons>
0 satisfying the
following conditions:
(a) <D(J)= $<,_,, + ZvXi¡ ...,YxXh ■■■ A,, with *,_„ = 0 where each vXl¡..., is a
form on A of degree equal to deg(yxA, • • • A, ).
(b) 9, is a derivation of k[Y; [A]] compatible with the derivation 9 of k[[X]] such

that

3^x = 3J-1Yx+ EC-X
with 9_,yA = 0 and the coefficients b$...,
(c) The condition
(5.1),

(aJ*(I)-</«(f)

■•• X;

g k.

+ y*(,)A/»w)(l)-o

holds.
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We first observe that the above conditions imply

(5-2)

(»A*(„)(,+i,-0.

In fact,
(9A*(s))(J

+ 1)=(3.5(^(i)-y«D(J)A/*co))(c+1)

= {d(di%))-Jds%)Af*U

- 0(J) A/*9co)(j + 1)

= (d{d%)-J%)Af*U)-j{d%)-J%)Af*U)
A/*co - %f-%f

A/-(-¿co

+ 7co A co))(j+1)

= 0.
Let ys denote the totality of elements ^ of 5[Y; [A']] such that

[*]o=[*]i= ••■= [*L-i = o.
It is clear that, for every element f e S'2. 3sO = ds_{Sr mod ^'i+1.
Our problem is to construct, by induction on s, the forms vXj ...,
coefficients b^]...,. Observe that 3>(0)= Et^x ar>d

and the

a.(*(.) - *«>,)= a.-i(*c-D - *«») mod 3,i+1Moreover,
(/*(„A/^)(I)

=(/*(,_„

A/*W)(I).

Thus (5.1) yields
(5.3),

T.{hx,l...i.-*>x,l...t,)YxXli

where hXi¡... ,t = Lb^...

■ X,=RS,

i v^ and

Rs={-ts-i%-i)

+ d%-i) -J%-i)Af*^hr

It remains to solve the equation (5.3)5 for zz,^..., G HB and vx¡¡..., e CB. According to the induction hypothesis, Rs is known, and Rs = 0 mod $s" so that
R, = T.rxll...,YxXll

•••*,■

Also,

dRs^ -d^fd^^+iJd^^ff)
3 -9,-Ä-i,
-*(,-i)A/*</«

- -8,-irf«(,-i)

Af*<c - %_1}Af*dU

+( A-i^-D

A/*co

modS'î + 1

+ (A-i*(s-i))

- -3,-i¿*(,-i>+a'-i('*<*-!>

= -A-A-i*(.-u

+ *(,-i) A //*«)

modS'I +1

A/*" + 0(,._u A 9/*co modS'î+1
A/*w)

mod3'í +1

modís'i +1

= 0 modS'!+1License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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This means that each form rXi ..., is closed and belongs to HB®dB = HB® dCB.
Hence the theorem is proved.

6. Topological justification. This section contains a proof of the next result.
Theorem 6.1. Let M and N be C°° manifolds having finite Betti numbers, and let M
be simply connected. Then the chain map (3.3) induces an isomorphism

(6.1)

H*(Ef; k) = H,(k[Y; [X]]).

As in §4.2 of [6], we use A'¡ to denote the subcomplex of A(Ef) spanned by all
elements

of the type trfv A f* A j w{ ■■■ w'r with v e A(A)

and w[,... ,w'r G A,

r > 0. Let B(A) denote the reduced bar construction of A (in the usual sense under

the conditions: A0 = k and A1 n dA°(M) = 0 and, otherwise, in a slightly modified
sense as in [13]). Then there is an isomorphism

A(N)®B(A)

=A'f

such that v ® [h>í| • • • ¡tv/] -» fly*zzA /*/ w[ ■■■ w'r, where A(A) ® B(A) is just the
one-sided bar construction B(A(N)\A\k) with A(A) taken as a differential graded
/*

,4-module via the map A c A(M) -* A(N). Theorem 0.1 of [6] (Theorem 4.3.1 of
[5]) implies that there is an isomorphism H*(A'f) —H*(Ef, k) through integration.
The dual of the chain map (3.3) has a factorization

Homk(k[Y;[X]],

k) ^+A} ^ Homk(c*(Ef),

k)

given by
h^

h(iTf*<ï>A/*r)->

j"/z(fly*0 a/*t),

where the linear functional h on k[Y; [ A]] is extended to B[Y; [X]], and the integral
/zz(fly*0 A f*T) is taken to be a smooth cochain. It follows from (3.4) that t is a
cochain map. In fact
r8h = zz(9(ny*0 A/*!"))

= drh.

It remains to show that -t induces an isomorphism

(6.2)

H*(k[Y;[X]])

= H*{A'f).

This will be verified through spectral sequences.
The chain complex zc[Y;[A"]], which may be taken as a subcomplex of B[Y; [A"]],
has a descending filtration {^r} with %r = k[Y; [A]] n %". The resulting spectral
sequence ( Er) is such that

Èxp= H*(N;k)®(®<>s-xH.(M;k)),
where the graded group s~xH+(M;k) is obtained from //*(Af;zc) by replacing
H0(M; k) with 0 and then depressing the degree by 1. The dual cochain complex
Horn A(zV[Y;[ A]], zc) has an ascending filtration, whose resulting spectral sequence

{Êr ) is such that

E{ = H*( A; k) ® ( ® ps~xH*(M; k)),
where the graded group s~xH*(M; k) is dual to s~lH+(M; zc).
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The complex A'f ~ A(A) ® B(A) has an ascending filtration
resulting spectral sequence {Er} is such that

{5T4/}

whose

E{ = H¿R(N) ®{®ps-1H¿r(M)).
Now we are going to verify that the map t preserves filtration. Let {xA, ..., } be
the basis of the graded space Homk(k[Y; [A]], zc) dual to the basis {YAAT• • • A,}

of k[Y;[X]]. Let {%?} be the filtration of Homk(k[Y;[X]],k).

Then %? has'a

basis consisting of all xA, ...,, s > r. Recall that

co= Ew/*,+ T.wuxixj+ •■•
and
7'=l+fco+(coco+---

= 1 + £ / y,Xt+ E (/ w,Wj
+ f w^XJj +■■■.
We make the identification
v[w[\--- | w'r]. Then

A'f = A(A) ® B(A)

and

write

v ® [w{\ ■■■ \w'r] =

fly*0A f*T = E l\(ir/tox + E"/X,*, + ' "' ) Af*T
= Efxi

m+

Livxi^]

+ E("x([h',I^]

+[w,j])

+ vx,)YxX,
+ vXl[wj] + vXlJ)YxX,Xj + ■■-.

Since ïï'A'f is spanned by all v[w[\ ■■■ |w/], s < r,we have
t(xx)

= ux[

],

t(xAi) = vx[w,] + vXi[

] = vx[w¡]

mod gl4y\

and, in general,

■»■(*x/,...i,)
- üx[w,J••' k,J

mod5T4}.

Clearly t preserves filtration and, moreover, induces an isomorphism £, = £,.
The spectral sequences {£,.} and {£r} converge respectively to H*(k[Y; [X]])
and H*(A'f ). Hence we have the isomorphism (6.2), and the theorem is proved.
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